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The numerical study of the natural convection loss occurring from cylindrical solar cavity receivers is reported in this
communication. These cavity receivers can be used with solar dish concentrators for process heat applications at medium
temperature levels.Three cylindrical cavity receivers of diameter 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4mwith aspect ratio equal to one and opening ratios
of 1 and 0.5 are used for the analysis. Fluent CFD software is used for the analysis of the three-dimensional (3D) receiver models.
In this study the receiver tubes within the cylindrical cavity are modeled as a helical coil similar to those existing in actual systems.
The flow of the working fluid within the helical coil is also modeled. The simulations are performed for fluid inlet temperatures of
150∘C and 250∘C and for receiver inclination angles of 0 (sideways-facing cavity), 30, 45, 60, and 90 degree (vertically downward-
facing receiver). It is found that the convective loss increases with increasingmean fluid temperature and decreases with, increase in
receiver inclination.The convective loss is found to increase with, opening ratio. These observations are true for all cavity receivers
analysed here. A Nusselt number correlation involving Rayleigh numbers, receiver inclinations, and opening ratios is proposed for
the convective loss.

1. Introduction

Cavity receivers are widely used along with solar dish systems
for providing industrial process heat [1, 2] generating electric
power [3, 4] and for thermochemical reactions [5]. The
overall efficiency of such systems is dependent on the thermal
losses occurring from the cavity receiver. It is observed from
the literature that the convective heat transfer constitutes a
major share of the thermal losses [6–8].The convective losses
from these solar cavity receivers are found to be dependent on
various parameters like receiver inclination (𝜃), receiver wall
boundary condition, aspect ratio (𝐿/𝐷), opening ratio (𝑑/𝐷),
and external wind.This is the reason due to which analysis of
convective losses from solar cavity receivers is complicated
when compared to that of heat transfer due to radiation and
conduction [9, 10].

Experimental and numerical investigations on natural
convection losses in cavity receivers used with solar dish con-
centrators have been performed on different cavity shapes.

Stine and McDonald [9] have performed experimental stud-
ies on conical frustum-cylindrical cavity receivers while
Kugath et al. [1] has performed field studies on a similar
receiver shape at medium temperature levels. Cylindrical-
shaped cavity receivers have been analysed experimentally
and numerically [6, 8, 9, 11, 12]. Numerical investigations on
hemispherical cavity receivers have been carried out by Send-
hil Kumar and Reddy [7, 13]. The effect of wall temperatures,
receiver inclination, and 𝑑/𝐷 ratio on the natural convection
loss has been analysed. Nusselt number correlations have
been proposed.

It is observed from the literature that the majority of the
numerical studies on natural convection loss are performed
on cavity receivers used for high temperature applications
(>400∘C) such as power generation.The cavity receivers used
with solar dish systems for process heat applications are
generally cylindrical in shape, operate at medium tempera-
tures (below 300∘C), have 𝑑/𝐷 ratios even greater than one,
and may have nonuniform wall temperatures. The receiver
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Figure 1: Cavity receiver model and the mesh used for the simulation.

used for the process heat applications consists of a receiver
tube assembly enclosed within a cylindrical open cavity. This
particular design of the receiver does not have stringent
constraints on tube volume and pressure drop and is easy
to fabricate making it different from those used for high
temperature applications.

Solar cavity receivers used for high temperature applica-
tions are generally modeled as plain walls with isothermal
boundary conditions and have 𝑑/𝐷 ratios equal to or less
than one [7, 14]. Numerical modeling of the cylindrical
cavity receivers encountered in process heat applications
(temperatures below 300∘C) is limited.The numerical studies
performed by Prakash et al. [8, 12] have been carried out on
such a cavity receiver. The use of Fluent CFD software for
modeling the receiver tubes and the flow within the tubes
has been demonstrated by these studies for the cavity receiver
having 𝑑/𝐷 ratio greater than one. It is therefore noticed that
numerical study of natural convection loss from cylindrical
cavity receivers of various diameters used for process heat
applications at temperature levels of about 150∘C–250∘C
having 𝑑/𝐷 ratio of 1 and 0.5 and inclined at different angles
has not been performed.

In this present communication, numerical analysis of
the natural convection loss occurring from three cylindrical
cavity receivers of diameter 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4m with 𝐿/𝐷
equal to one and 𝑑/𝐷 ratios equal to 1 and 0.5 is reported.
The receiver tubes are modeled as a helical coil and the flow
of the working fluid within the helical coil is also modeled.
The simulations are performed for fluid inlet temperatures
of 150∘C and 250∘C and for receiver inclination angles of 0
(side-ways-facing cavity), 30, 45, 60, and 90 degree (vertically
downward facing-receiver).

2. Numerical Model and Procedure

Three cavity receivers of diameter 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4m are
used for the analysis. Each receiver is modeled as a helical

coil having coil external diameter equal to the cavity receiver
diameter (𝐷) using the Gambit tool of Fluent CFD software
package [15]. The helical coil has multiple turns such that
the length of the cavity is equal to the cavity diameter
(𝐿/𝐷 = 1). The receiver aperture diameter (𝑑) is equal to
the cavity receiver diameter (𝐷) for opening ratio of 1 and
is half the cavity receiver diameter for opening ratio of 0.5.
The helical coils for the 0.3m and 0.4m diameter receiver
are modeled using a metallic tube having 0.025m diameter
while a metallic tube of 0.0125m is used to model the
receiver of 0.2m diameter. The pitch between the coil turns
is about 0.004–0.005m. The helical coils are surrounded on
all sides except the aperture by a layer of insulation giving the
receiver assembly a cylindrical shape.Themodel for the 0.4m
diameter cavity receiver (opening ratio of 1) along with the
insulation is shown in Figure 1(a).

The cavity receiver along with the insulation is sur-
rounded by a cylindrical enclosure. This is done as the
boundary condition at the aperture is unknown and also to
ensure that the air flow within the cavity is unaffected by
the conditions external to the receiver. It is found from a
preliminary analysis that an enclosure size about ten times
the cavity receiver diameter affects the air flow within the
cavity receiver while an enclosure about twenty times the
cavity diameter takes higher computational time. Therefore,
an enclosure size of about fifteen times the cavity receiver
diameter is found to be suitable for the analysis because the
air flow within cavity is unaffected by the enclosure and the
computational time is also reduced. The fluid inlet and the
outlet tubes of the receiver are extended to the enclosure
walls and are assumed to be adiabatic so that they do not
affect the temperature and flow profile in the region external
to the cavity. The fluid flow in the model is reverse to the
actual flow within the receiver operating in the field. This
is similar to the approach used in the experiments [8, 9,
16]. This is done to ensure that the back plate region has
the highest fluid temperature value when compared to the
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aperture region as observed in cavity receivers operating in
field. The modeling of fluid flow within the helical coil also
leads to non-uniform receiver wall temperatures similar to
those observed in experiments [9] and field studies [2].

A fine mesh is used within the metallic tube of the helical
coil (interval size of about 4–10) and the region between
the helical coil and the insulation (interval size of about
15–20). A coarse mesh is used for the enclosure (interval
size of about 500). The mesh coarsens progressively as the
enclosure walls are approached from the centre of the cavity.
The mesh used for the simulation of the receiver is shown in
Figure 1(b). Copper is selected as the material of the receiver
tubes while DOWTHERM A [17] is selected as the fluid
flowing within the receiver tubes (also referred to as the
working fluid). The interior of the cavity and the enclosure
is filled with air. The material properties of copper and air
are taken from Kothandaraman and Subramanyan [18]. The
Boussinesq approximation is used for the air properties.

The boundary conditions used for the numerical analysis
are as follows:

(1) the inlet temperature and the velocity of the working
fluid are specified,

(2) adiabatic condition is assumed for the cavity insula-
tion;

(3) cylindrical enclosure walls are maintained at ambient
temperature of 30∘C.

The fluid inlet temperatures are 150∘C, and 250∘C. The
fluid velocities are 0.21, and 0.235m/s at 150∘C, and 250∘C
respectively, for the 0.3m and 0.4m cavity receivers. The
fluid velocities are 0.42 and 0.47m/s at 150∘C and 250∘C
respectively, for the 0.2m cavity receiver.This is to ensure that
at each fluid inlet temperature, the Reynolds number within
the helical coil for all the receiver sizes is the same. The k-
𝜀 turbulence model is used for the analysis as the Reynolds
number of the working fluid within the helical coil indicates
turbulent flow (Srinivasan et al. [19]).

The solutions are obtained by solving the continuity
equation, the momentum equation, and the energy equation
simultaneously. The semi-implicit pressure-linked equation
(SIMPLE) scheme of the Fluent software is used. Steady
state analysis is carried out. Radiation and conduction heat
transfermodes are not analysed.The analysis is performed for
different receiver inclinations by adjusting the gravity vector.
The momentum and energy solution controls are of the first-
order upwind type so as to reduce the convergence time.
The convergence criteria for the residuals of continuity and
the velocity equations are of the order of 10−4 while for the
energy equation, 10−7. The solutions are obtained once the
convergence criteria are satisfied.

3. Results and Discussions

The steady state outlet temperature and mass flow rate of the
working fluid are obtained from each numerical simulation
performed in this study.The temperature drop of the working
fluid within the helical coil is taken as the convective loss

occurring from the receiver. The natural convection loss is
then calculated as

𝑄conv = �̇�𝑐𝑝 (𝑇𝑓,in − 𝑇𝑓,out) , (1)

where �̇� is the fluid mass flow rate, 𝑐
𝑝
is the specific heat of

the working fluid, 𝑇
𝑓,in is the fluid inlet temperature, 𝑇

𝑓,out is
fluid outlet temperature, and 𝑇

𝑎
is the ambient temperature.

The convective loss values at different fluid inlet temper-
atures are plotted against inclination for the cavity receiver
with opening ratio of 1. This is shown in Figure 2. It can be
seen that the convective losses increase with increasing fluid
inlet temperature and decrease with receiver inclination.The
mass flow rate of the working fluid is kept constant (mass flow
rate of 0.088 kg/s for 0.3 and 0.4m diameter receivers and
0.045 kg/s for 0.2m diameter receiver); hence, higher fluid
inlet temperature leads to higher mean fluid temperatures,
𝑇
𝑚
(𝑇
𝑚
= 0.5(𝑇

𝑓,in + 𝑇𝑓,out) . The mean fluid temperature is
taken as themean receiver temperature and an increase in this
temperature leads to higher convective currents of air within
the cavity causing higher convective losses.

The decrease in the convective loss with the increase in
receiver inclination is due to the formation of stagnation zone
of air within the cavity as the cavity is tilted from 0∘ to 90∘.
The higher the stagnation zone area, the lower the convective
losses. The stagnation zone area increases with inclination
due to which the convective loss decreases as reported in
the literature [12, 20]. It is observed that the convective loss
values decrease by about 80% when the receiver inclination
is increased from 0∘ to 90∘. The loss values also increase
with receiver size due to an increase in the receiver tube area
(heat transfer area). Similar trends are observed when the
convective loss values for the cavity receivers with opening
ratio of 0.5 are plotted against inclination. This is shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 4 shows the comparison of the convective loss
values for cavity receivers with opening ratio of 1 and 0.5 for
fluid inlet temperature of 150∘C. It can be observed that the
convective loss values increase with opening ratio.The higher
the opening ratio, the greater the convective zone leading to
higher convective losses. An increase of about 30–50% in the
convective loss values is observed when the opening ratio
increases from 0.5 to 1. The trend is similar to fluid inlet
temperature of 250∘C.

The convective loss values obtained from the numerical
simulations are used to develop Nusselt number correlation.
The Nusselt number based on the cavity diameter (𝐷) for
the natural convection heat transfer from the receiver tube
surface to the air within the cavity is given by

Nu
𝐷
=
ℎ𝐷

𝑘
, (2)

where ℎ is the convective heat transfer coefficient between the
receiver tube surface and the air within the cavity, 𝐷 is the
cavity diameter, and 𝑘 is the thermal conductivity of air. The
air properties are taken at the film temperature which is the
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Figure 2: Variation of the natural convection loss with inclination
for different fluid inlet temperatures and receiver diameters with
opening ratio = 1.
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Figure 3: Variation of the natural convection loss with inclination
for different fluid inlet temperatures and receiver diameters with
opening ratio = 0.5.

average of 𝑇
𝑚
and 𝑇

𝑎
. The convective heat transfer coefficient

(ℎ) is given by

ℎ =
𝑄conv

𝐴
𝑤
(𝑇
𝑚
− 𝑇
𝑎
)
, (3)

where 𝐴
𝑤
is the total receiver tube area, 𝑇

𝑚
is the mean fluid

temperature, and 𝑇
𝑎
is the ambient temperature.

A correlation is proposed involving the Nusselt numbers,
Rayleigh numbers, the receiver inclination values and open-
ing ratio values. The Rayleigh numbers are calculated based
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Figure 4: Comparison of the convective loss values for cavity
receivers with opening ratio of 1 and 0.5 for fluid inlet temperature
of 150∘C.

on the receiver diameter. The Nusselt number correlation is
given by

Nu
𝐷
= 0.0133 Ra

𝐷

(1/3)

(1 + cos 𝜃)2.6( 𝑑
𝐷
)

0.47

. (4)

The above correlation is proposed for Ra
𝐷
between 3.7 ×

107 and 3.1 × 108 and for 𝑇
𝑚

between 148∘C and 250∘C.
Figure 5 shows the parity plot between the Nusselt numbers
obtained from the numerical simulations and the proposed
correlation. A good agreement is noticedwith 90%of the data
within the ± 10% variation band.

The applicability of the proposed correlation is checked
for cylindrical cavity receivers operating at higher temper-
atures and having dimensions other than those analysed
here. The correlation is applied to the model cavity receiver
described by Taumoefolau et al. [6]. The comparison of the
natural convection loss obtained from the experiments [6]
and the proposed correlation at temperature of 550∘C (823K)
is shown in Figure 6. A fairly good agreement is observed
between the experimental and correlation values with max-
imum deviation of about 30%.The average deviation is about
15%. A similar deviation is noticed when the values are
compared for 450∘C. A maximum variation of about 30%
is observed when the convection heat flux predicted by the
present correlation is compared with those reported for the
model receiver with an aspect ratio of 1.1 [14]. The deviations
observed from the comparisons may be due to the reason
that the receiver analysed in the present work is modeled as a
helical coil while the experiments performed by Taumoefolau
et al. [6] are on a cylindrical receiver with plain walls. The
present correlation is also developed for a range of Rayleigh
numbers between 3.7 × 107 and 3.1 × 108 while the Rayleigh
numbers in the study byTaumoefolau et al. [6] are of the order
of 106.
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Figure 6: Comparison of the natural convection loss obtained from
the experiments (Taumoefolau et al. [6]) and present correlation at
temperature of 550∘C (823K).

The present correlation is applied to the cylindrical cavity
receiver studied by Lezhebokov et al. [21]. The convective
loss values obtained for 30∘ and 60∘ inclination at 500∘C and
600∘C receiver temperatures are compared. It is found that
the maximum variation between the convective loss values
reported by Lezhebokov et al. [21] and the present correlation
is about 25%. The present correlation can therefore be used
to determine the natural convection loss at receiver inclina-
tions between 0∘ and 90∘ in an approximate manner from
cylindrical cavity receivers operating at higher temperatures
(about 550∘C) having 𝑑/𝐷 ratio of 1. Prakash et al. [8, 12]
performed studies on a cylindrical cavity receiver having 𝑑/𝐷
ratio greater than one; hence, a comparison with the results
from those studies is not attempted.
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Figure 7: Comparison of the natural convection loss obtained from
the experiments (Stine and McDonald [9]) and present correlation
at temperature of 205∘C, opening ratio of 0.69.
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ments (Le Quere et al. [22]) and from present correlation at Grashof
number of 1 × 108.

The present correlation is applied to the conical frustum-
cylindrical cavity receiver described by Stine and McDon-
ald [9] having opening ratio of 1 and 0.69. The natural
convection loss values predicted for the receiver by the
present correlation are compared with those obtained from
the experiments carried out by Stine and McDonald [9]
for 205∘C. Figure 7 shows the comparison of the convective
losses obtained experimentally and those predicted by the
present correlation for the conical frustum-cylindrical cavity
receiver with opening ratio of 0.69. It is observed that the
agreement between the values is good (maximum variation
of about 30%) for inclinations between 0∘ and 45∘ while the
variations are very high for the 60∘ and 75∘ inclinations. A
similar trend is observed for the receiver with opening ratio
of 1 operating at 205∘C. The variations in the convective loss
values may be due to the fact that the shape of the receiver
analysed by Stine and McDonald [9] and McDonald [16] is
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different from the receiver of the present study. The Rayleigh
numbers observed from the experiments are of the order of
1.5 × 109 while the present correlation has been developed
for Rayleigh numbers of about 3 × 108. It is also noticed that
the natural convection loss values reported in the studies by
Stine and McDonald [9] and McDonald [16] are limited to
inclinations between 0∘ and 75∘ and the convection loss at
90∘ is neglected whereas the convective loss values at 90∘
are also considered for developing the new correlation. The
correlation developed from the present study has a fairly good
agreement with the Stine and McDonald [9] experimental
values for receiver inclinations between 0∘ and 45∘.

The applicability of the correlation developed in this
study for prediction of natural convection loss in cubical
cavity receivers is checked. The study by Le Quere et al. [22]
involving cubical cavity receivers is used for the comparison.
This study [22] is selected as it involves Rayleigh numbers of
the order similar to that of the present study. Figure 8 shows
the experimental (Le Quere et al. [22]) and predicted Nusselt
numbers obtained for a downward facing cubical open cavity
of side 0.6m at a Grashof number of about 1 × 108 (Rayleigh
number of 7 × 107). The maximum variation is of the order
of 20%. The experimental receiver of Le Quere et al. [22]
is cubical in shape and is made of plain walls unlike the
cylindrical receiver analysed in the present study involving
receiver tubes. The variation in the loss values may be due
to this fact and also due to experimental uncertainties. It can
be therefore observed that the correlation can be used with
fair accuracy for predicting the natural convection loss from
a downward facing cubical cavity receiver with opening ratio
of 1 and Rayleigh number of the order of 108.

4. Conclusions

In this communication, the natural convection loss occur-
ring from downward facing cylindrical cavity receivers used
with solar dish concentrators for medium temperature appli-
cations is studied numerically. The effects of fluid inlet
temperature, receiver inclination, and opening ratio on the
convective losses are analysed. The following conclusions are
drawn from this study.

(1) The convective losses increase with an increase in
mean fluid temperature for all receiver sizes and incli-
nations.

(2) The convective losses decrease with an increase in re-
ceiver inclination. It is observed that the convective
loss values decrease by about 80% when the receiver
inclination is increased from 0∘ to 90∘. The variation
of the convective losses with inclination is non linear.

(3) Anew correlation is proposed involvingNusselt num-
ber, Rayleigh number, the receiver inclination, and
opening ratio for cylindrical cavity receivers operat-
ing at medium temperatures (100–300∘C). The cor-
relation is developed with a coefficient of determi-
nation (𝑅2) of 0.97. This correlation will be useful
for determining the natural convection loss occurring

from the solar dish-cavity receiver systems used for
medium temperature process heat applications.

(4) The present correlation can also be used to determine
the natural convection loss at receiver inclinations
between 0∘ and 90∘ in an approximate manner from
cylindrical cavity receivers having 𝑑/𝐷 ratio of 1
operating at higher temperatures (about 550∘C). The
correlation can also be usedwith fair accuracy for pre-
dicting the natural convection loss from a downward
facing cubical cavity receiver with opening ratio of 1
and Rayleigh number of the order of 108.

(5) Prediction of natural convection loss from conical
frustum-cylindrical cavity receivers with opening
ratios of 1 and 0.69 is also possible using the present
correlation for receiver inclinations between 0∘ and
45∘. The operating temperatures are in the medium
temperature ranges (below 300∘C).

Nomenclature

𝐴
𝑤
: Total receiver tube area (m2)
𝑐
𝑝
: Specific heat of the working fluid

(kJ/kg-K)
𝐷: Cavity receiver diameter (m)
𝑑: Receiver aperture diameter (m)
ℎ: Convective heat transfer coefficient

(W/m2-K)
𝑘: Thermal conductivity of air (W/m-K)
𝐿: Receiver length (m)
�̇�: Mass flow rate of the working fluid (kg/s)
Nu
𝐷
: Nusselt number based on receiver
diameter

𝑄conv: Convective loss at receiver angle (W)
Ra
𝐷
: Rayleigh number based on receiver

diameter
𝑇
𝑎
: Ambient temperature (∘C)
𝑇
𝑓,in: Temperature of working fluid entering the

receiver (∘C)
𝑇
𝑓,out: Temperature of working fluid exiting the

receiver (∘C)
𝑇
𝑚
: Mean fluid temperature (∘C)
𝜃 : Receiver inclination (degrees).
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